Pledge: The Promise of Gamified Online Guidance Tools to Support Career Management

The main objective of the Pledge project is to develop an online school guidance program that is solid, with foundations and attractive to users, encouraging them in the decision-making process, it is an adventure in which guidance is accompanied to give you the tools and resources you need to deal with the different transitions. It works from the idea of empowering students to make decisions. In the project, a whole series of gamified activities and actions will be put into practice, in which orientation towards making use of digital tools will be carried out. It is about offering guidance services for students to improve skills related to career management as well as to accompany them in transitions throughout their lives - life-long and life-wide skills necessary to navigate their educational and professional pathways.

The set of tools and results of the Pledge project will include:

- 1 online school guidance programme
- 1 Career Management Skills Assessment tool
- 1 Training Module for teachers, guidance practitioners and other educators
- 4 contexts and partner organisations - Spain, Italy, Turkey and Portugal
- 160 students and guidance practitioners participating in the Pilot Action of the Pledge Programme and CMS Assessment Tool
- 60 teachers and guidance practitioners trained in the Pilot of the Pledge Training Module.
- 110 participants in the multiplier events of the project
- A total of at least 200 education professionals participating in the project activities to develop the Pledge resources.

The set of products will be a coherent system of guidance resources and the evaluation of Career Management Skills. For this reason, the essential character of the Pledge project consortium enables to gather institutional relationships and organisations that work at a national and international level in the field education, training and guidance sectors, in each Country (Spain, Italy, Portugal and Turkey).